Liquid plant nutrition
enhances soil & Plant Health

unique features
Highly effective soil & plant enhancing liquid fertiliser
High Potassium & Silica formula with optimal pH to maximise nutrient uptake
Increase plant strength and improve Phosphorus uptake in plants
Clean liquid product that is easy to apply va boom spray
Strengthen turf canopy aginst traffic and encourage air flow around turf shoots
Increases soil microbial activity
Contains humates, Plant Stimulants, Kelp and Silica
Technology
MP REINFORCE is biologically active liquid
fertiliser which will enhance plant vigour and
aid in the release of locked up nutrients in the
soil. The combination of Humates, Kelp, Silica
and natural plant nutrients provide many
advantages which include:
An increase in root mass and root hair activity
Aids the recovery from environmental stresses
High tolerance of plant parasitic nematodes
due to an increase in root mass from the
inclusion of Kelp and natural seaweed products

VM3 organics + Silicia
MP REINFORCE delivers freely available Silica
along with VM3 organics to strengthen turf
and correct calcium deficiency fast. Calcium
is an essential element for strengthening cell
walls and subsequently enhancing stress
resistance.

Guaranteed analysis w/V%
Total Nitrogen

0%

MP REINFORCE contains VM3, a proprietary
organic technology that enhances nutrient
availability, longevity and compatibility for
better turf performance. VM3 is a product of
fermentation that incorporates several beneficial
bacteria, trace minerals and plant stimulants. In
this process, nitrates are converted to protein N,
for increased stability, longevity and turf safety
when applied to foliage.

USE PATTERNS
General rates for MP REINFORCE are 20-40 ltrs/
Ha in 150-500ltrs of water and can be applied
as a Foliar or Soil applied as a drench. MP
REINFORCE is ideal for turf establishment and
renovation, programed applications in sand
content profiles will assist in maintaining soil
nutrients near the plant roots.
Apply via Boom Spray, Fertigation unit or
Fertispray.

Application rates
20-40ltrs of MP REINFORCE in 150-500ltrs/Ha

As Nitrate/Nitrite

Total Phosphorus

0%

as water soluble

Total Potassium

5%

as water soluble
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